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Polver prf,sses & lathes

Tho potontial duo
The grorvth in the global maclrine tool industry calls for better
and efficient rnachinery of all types. The same is the case u'ith
polver press€$ and lathes. With the changing requirements, these
equipment have undergone al lot of sophistication over the years.
And r1fir,v, r,vith ne\,v aclvancernents in technolosJ*, the duo has
cdlme af age and all set to unleash their potential"

Deepak Mestry

any machines come
in handy during
the manufacturing
process. Machines
such as drills, grinders,

conveyors and air compressors have their
' specific purpose. No matter what the

function of a specific machine is, each
piece of equipment relies on each other
for efficient performance and getting the
job done. Power presses & lathes are one
of the prominent workhorses to carry
out tedious jobs in many mhchine shops.
Existence of both the technology goes
way back in the history of machine tools
industry and has gone through various
stages of technological advancements.
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Technologies obsolete with time as
the parameter of performance keeps
constantly approaching towards higher
end. Manufacturers are always forced
to add on new features to the armoury
of machines to meet the ever-increasing
demand of customers. "'While most of the
machinery have a specific purpose, there
are machines that have multiple functions.
In this competitive environment customer
preferences have radically changed. Today,
they want machine tools with superior
technology, which are highly reliable and
productive and yet cost-effective. Being
cost-competitive is the main USP of our
company. Power presses business mainly
depends on the auto and forging sector.
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But due to the recent recessionary

trends, it is a great challenge for the

companies to grow at a fast Pace

like that of the Past Year," says

Gurvinder Singh Mankoo, managing

director, Mankoo (India) Pvt Ltd'

The power presses industry is banking

heavily on the demand from the processing

industry and has considerably grown in

recent years. The demand for cabinets'

frames and various other components is

the main source of providing the work

load to the power press industry' "Almost

all large machinery houses such as plastic

processing, packaging, textile, printing'

chemicat plants, distilleries etc are building

main frames and other parts from sheet

metal. This has led to heavy investments

in high-end presses' The market size

has &panded 10 times in the past five

years," says Karan Bajaj, managing director'

Bajaj Machine Tools'

The growth of lathe machines in

the machine tools industry followed

the same curve as the power presses'

"Indian industry started with the

conventional machines but its growth

and competitiveness will remain in

the market by producing volumes and

through more and more automation' All

engineering companies from all sectors

right from defence, auto, plastic' pharma

and even power sector may need lathe

machines for direct or indirect production'

Markets have changed according to times

- which is driven by technology - from

conventional machines to CNC machines

and now even further up to multitasking

machine and also robotic oPerated

machines. Production process' automation

and less employment of manpower are

also crucial factors to survive in today's .

changing market. Lathe business is an

.u.r--gr*ing business with demand

from natural market, which can fulfill the

dreams of every engineering entrepreneur'

says Rupesh Mehta, managing director'

MacPower Industries'

Growth in Power
The growth in power Presses industry

went hand-in-hand with the growth in the

general engineering industry' Tlt escalation

of dem"t d for sheet metal Product
provided the opportunity to manufacturers

io churn out the monetary Potential
available profitably. "India, of course' is a

fast growing country in today's industrial

scenario. The country has witnessed

significant growth over the last few years

*ith th. manufacturing sector growing

rapidly. lndustries such as automotive and

inirastructure have led to the growth in

the sheet metalworking industry' People

have started buying faster and accurate

machines and have improvised processes

to reduce process time' In addition to

the Indian companies, there are a lot of

foreign companies which have set up their

manufacturing facilities in I"{9 for sheet

metal working and stamping in aerospace

and automotive sectors' This in turn is

increasing the demand for high'end sheet

metal working machines such as cross shaft

presses and Pneumatic
presses augmenting
develoPment in the

manufacturing sector,"

avers Baiaj.
Power Presses are

used to shear, Punch,
form, or assemble
metals or other

materials bY using tools

or dies attached to slides

or rams. Metalworking
takes Place bY Putting
stock on a bottom die

and striking it with

a toP die, which is

attached to a crankshaft

with connecting
rods. Rotation of

the crankshaft is

accomPlished through

a motor, flYwheel

and gear Power
" transmission.

Power Presses are

technicallY classified on

the basis of their

clutch tYPe as full

revolution and Part-
revolution clutch'
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Power Presses ouslness
mainly dePends on the auto
and forging sector. But due
to the recent recesslonarY
trends, i t  is a great challenge
for the comPanies to grow at
a fast Pace like that of the
past year.

A full revolution clutch is a type of clutch

that, when tripped, cannot be disengaged

until the crankshaft has almost completed

a full revolution and the press slides a

full stroke. Power presses with this type

of clutch were designed to make one full

machine stroke or crankshaft revolution'

A part-revolution clutch, in contrast, can

be disengaged at any point before the

crankshaft has completed a full revolution

and the press slide has completed a full

stroke. Most power presses with part

revolution clutches have air clutch and

brake. After trapping air in a chamber, the

compressed air causes the clutch to engage

and the brake is disengaged; the press then

makes a single stroke.

Lathes on iob
Lathes were first rePorted to be in

use as early as during 1300 BC in Egypt'

The Egyptians created a two person lathe

where one person would be in charge of

turning the wood piece with a rope and

the other person used a sharp tool to cut

shapes into the wood. The lathe went

through many different transformations

and additions such as the addition of

a pedal to replace the hand-operated
turning. It wasn't
until the industrial

revolution that the

automatic lathe
was invented bY

adding a motor
that increased
the speed of
the rotation
and allowed
the oPerator
to fully
concentrate
on working
with the tool
as opposed
to turning the

wheel. A lathe
is a machine tool

which spins a block

of material to Perform
various operations such

as cutting, sanding,

knurling or deformation with tools that are

applied to the workPiece to create

an obiect that has symmetry about an ans

of rotation.
Nowadays, most lathes are automaric

because they are hooked uP to a

computer for ease of operation' Each

computer-aided lathe is programmed for

a certain function. The automatic lathe

allows for mass production of certain

products because it enables manufacture

of more products within a short duratiom

of time. ln addition, it also increases

productivitY and cuts down on the

cost of employment. As it is computer-

aided, the number of employees needed

to operate it also decreases, thereby

enabling economy in operation' "The

Dresent trend in lathe technology is
-CNC 

lathe. Slowly and steadily, the

manual lathes are being replaced by

CNC lathe on account of its flexibilin"

better accuracy on job and consistencr--

less dependence on operator skills, beuer

surface finish, reduced cycle time and

almost zero rejection rate, The demanc

for CNC lathe is increasing day-by-dar-

due to the growth in automobile indusrr

and also large number of outsourcing

jobs from US and European countries'"

says S R Purandare, managing director'

Sanki Machine Tools (India) Pvt Ltd'

Safety concerns
Since a Power Press can Present

serious hazards to its operator, calculatins

preventive safety measures is of utmost

importance while developing machines'

A power press injury can result in the

amputation of fingers, hands or arms

and even cause other disabling injuries'

To avoid the accident vulnerability

during operation, proper safeguards,

employee training, press maintenance

and inspections are vital. Safeguards are

designed to eliminate the possibility of the

operators' or other workers' hands or any

other body part coming in contact with

hazardous moving Parts.
"Critical challenges facing power

presses sector are obsolete technology'

Even today, small enterprises are not

Gurvinder Singh
Mankoo

managing director
Mankoo (lndia) Pvt Ltd

ta;
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ln addit ion to the lndian
companies, there are a
tot of foreign comPanies,
which have set uP their
manufacturing facilities in
India for sheet metal working
and stamping in aerospace
and automotive sectors.
This in turn is increasing the
demand for high-end sheet
metal working machines
such as cross shaft Presses
and pneumatic Presses
augmenting development in
the manufacturing sector.

Karan Bajaj
managing director

Bajaj Machine Tools

Production Process,
automation and less
employment of manPower
are also crucial factors to
survive in today's changing
market. Lathe business is
an ever-growing business
with demand from natural
market, which can fulf i l l  the
dreams of every engineering
entrepreneur.

Rupesh Mehta
managing director

Macoower Industries

concerned about the safety of an operator.

Despite our best efforts to educate the

customer about the operator safety,

customers are not concerned. Our presses

are equipped with safety interlocks and

hand safety equipment," says Mankoo. .
"supervisors must be aware of all the

hazards associated with power presses'

how the safeguards work and how to

adjust them. They must check the set-

up and ensure that each operator has

been properly trained. Supervisors should

visually inspect each press at the start of

a shift or whenever a new operator comes

on duty. Eachrpress must be inspected

on a weekly basis to be sure that all

functions are operating properly; and an

in-depth inspection must be conducted
periodically," adds Bajaj.

Ergonomics
' A lot of research is being carried

out in recent times to imProve
the ergonomic considerations for
providing better machining conditions

to operators. Ease of use and better
handling is provided by way of logical
positioning of the control. "From

the operator perspective with regard

to machine handling, a remote tYPe

manual pulse generator (MPG) would

enhance the ease of operating rather

than one that is permanently fixed to

operator panel. In addition, emergency
push button, feed hold and cycle start
push button on sliding door itself

would increase safety and add to

the convenience while checking new
programs," says Purandare.

Manufacturers are constantly looking

at providing ergonomic comfort bY

reducing the operational difficulties
preset in man and machine joint, thereby

reducing the physical and mental stresses.
Providing stress-free environment to

an operator is of high importance for

avoiding any shortcoming in the product

being machined and also for the comfort

of the operator. "Ergonomics is not only a

customer requirement but it is also going

to be one of the important factors in the

international market. Machines should

be user-friendly along with safety. For all

such requirements of domestic as well as

export market, we strictly follow norms

such as safety, noise, pollution, leakage

and vibration free level of performance.

Our machines not onlY boast of

ergonomically stunning looks, but are

designed for easy loading and unloading

of the job, operator positioned on easy

location, toughened glass with grills

at the open windows of the machine etc,"

says Mehta.

Future prospects
Manufacturers are following the

multitasking mantra to develop machines

capable of completing the job in a single

set-up. High-speed machining and multi-

tooling concept is followed to develop

new generation machines capable of

Eil MODEnN MACHINE Toots I March 2ooe
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The demand for CNC lathe
is increasing daY-bY-daY due
to the growth in automobile
industry and also large number
of outsourcing jobs from US
and European countries.

S R Purandare
managing director

Sanki Machine Tools
(lndia) Pvt Ltd

meeting the need of better accuracy

and finishing. "In the case of CNC lathe

further developments have taken place

in machines like turn mill centre, twin

spindle CNC lathe, CNC lathe with

Y-axis & multi-tasking CNC lathe. In

these new-technology machines, the
job can be completed in one setting

including drilling, milling, grinding etc.

The CNC lathe market is ever-increasing

and wil l continue to grow at the rate

of about 25 per cent every year. In the

latest CNC lathe machines, high spindle

speeds, high speed servo turret and

high rapid traverse and feed rates are

provided to reduce the cycle time and

increase the productivity. Thetefore,

machining cost per piece can become

competit ive," oPines Purandare.
Considering the growth Indian

machine tool industry registered in the

past few years, the prospects for the

power presses & Iathe industry seem

to be secure as it moves forward in

accordance with the overall process

industry. "Due to recessionary trends'

there will be a fall in demand for

power presses in the Year 2009-10'

But as India is set to become a global

manufacturing hub for auto parts and

forging industry we foresee a great

demand by the end of 2010. 'Made in

India' brand has undergone a radical

transformation in outlook. Indian

machines are gaining acceptability in

several countries due to better reliabilir

and cost-competitiveness. It is time

for the government to intervene and

provide concessions and easy access to

finance, which will help this industry

in developing new technologies and

ultimately emerge stronger in the

coming years," avows Mankoo. These

views of the experts certainly reflect that

the oldest of the workhorse machines

sti l l  have a long race to run in the

global machining industry along with

advancements in technology. [[[


